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PARTICIPATION
Our thanks to everyone. Participation in both
the typological studies and the assembling of
unrecorded plane makers, Dutch plane information and boxed initials has been very strong,
as has the contribution of material for the
Bulletin. We hope it will continue so. We
have tried to credit the contributor in all
cases but the fact that the President, Secretary and Editor live great distances from one
another means that some of the material received has gone through several handlings.
If this has resulted in the originator of
material or an idea not being properly identified, we apologize. Further, if your contribution has not yet appeared,do no despair;
much material is banked for future issue .
PILASTER PLANE?
Harold Fountain recently acquired an
unusual plane, the design and purpose of
which is not described in any of the standard
works. At first glance it appears to be an
adjustable plough but examination of the sole
immediately dispels this idea for it is
shaped like a pump plane and is capable of
creating a groove or fluting, semi-circular
in section and about an inch wide. Compare
Fig. 88(left), page 129 in Robert's Wooden
Planes Etc. Except that Harold's plane is a
sophisticated, commercial product made by
Kennedy of Hartford, the general appearance
of the plane is somewhat like that of figure
458a, page 309 in Salaman's Dictionary...
Speculation at the EAIA meeting at Sturbridge as to the plane's purpose produced
the thought that it might have been used for
moulding the square cornered columns or pilasters flanking Greek Revival doorways.
The existence of size numbers on the
.heel of the plane supports this notion for
the pilaster detail which is found in both
architecture and furniture design appears in
a wide range of sizes. The fence will,
of course, permit the flutings produced by
the plane to be set at regular interval from
each other.
BAILEY PLANE

wOODEN PLANE MAKING IN THE 20th CENTURY
Edwardo A. Rumayor
As a technical assistant in a unique
woodworking environment at the Brooklyn
useum Art School, I have had the chance to
construct a BALL PLANE for smoothing planing a five-foot diameter laminated cherry
ball.
The wooden BALL PLANE is the best solution to this technical problem because it
meets all the requirements needed.
Please refer to the drawing. First, the
sole is curved through its length and width
combining the traditional sole design of the
wheelwright's compass plane and the shipbuilder's forkstaff plane or joiner's hollow
plane. Second, the curved sole is not made
totally flat, but is shaped like Japanese
"smoothing planes" (kanna) to have its sole
hit at the front, back and plane iron so as
to level the entire surface of the ball in
any direction. Third, it is light in weight
(2 lbs.). The weight factor is important
since many days have been spent planing the
cherry ball to within 4.." of a 5 foot diameter
perfect sphere. Fourth, the entire plane is
custom made to fit comfortably in one's
hands whether pushed or pulled.
In making the plane a section from a 5
foot curve was traced on the sides of a beech
block and chiseled out to 1/16 of an inch
of being true. A flat Swedish scraper was
used to finally reach the true line through
the sole's length. Then, the plane's bottom
was left slightly hollow in the middle so
that the sole would hit at three points:
front, back and cutting iron. A spokeshave
and another Swedish scraper shaped for the
sole's curved width were used to achieve
the final curve. The two handles and side
finger grips were hand carved.
The blade used was a 2" Record Tungsten
Vanadium Steel Plane Iron and cap. The iron
was ground roughly to the curved line and
finally brought to the exact curve by using
coarse, medium, fine and extra-fine sharpening slips.
See photo insert #2.

Allen Weiss asks for information about the Bailey plane pictured on page 3 for an
article he is writing. Contact him through the Secretary.

A JAJOA BREAKTHROUGH
YOUNG MAN WITH A HORN
Dave Perch reports
he has learned that
Tom Fuller reloorts
the crowned JN on Dutch planes stands for Jan
his acquisition of
the
tool
Nopitgedagt, a firm that is reputed to have
chest of Wm. A. Lee, who is believed to have come to Louisville, Ky. from
been in business since 1650. This firm is
St. Louis, Mb. before 1836. The chest consaid to have made both planes and ice skat2s.
tained fifty planes including a number of
This is not the first time the making of ice
skates has been noted as part of a planemaker's Dutch make. Several bear a PD stamp surmounted by a Gabriel-like figure with a horn.
business.
Tom suggests this is probably Lou Grower's
Dan Semel has supplied a copy of a 1970
"strange device". The stamp is illustrated
catalog of the Nooitgedagt firm which is loon another page of this Bulletin. The possicated in Ylst, Friesland.
They still use
bility that the figure does indeed represent
a crown over the name Nooitgedagt as a trade
Gabriel raises interesting speculations about
mark. In 1970 they offered a line of both
the Gabriel family of British planemakers,
wooden and metal planes including ploughs,
while the dating of Lee may provide a clue
fillisters, smooth planes, fore planes,
to the period when RD was at work.
jointers, hollow, rounds, rabbets and others.
Some of these retain many of the features of
the planes recorded in our Dutch typology.
Others resemble the German made Ulmia and
Primus planes. The metal forms closely re- The British-American Rhykenological Society
semble Stanley planes.
President
Robert D. Graham, Jr.
1390 Tuggle Way, Sacnamento, Ca. 95831
Vice President (G.B.)...William L. Goodman
A CALIFORNIA PLAiiE
Vice President (Can)....David G. Perch
Vice Prelsident (USA)....Richard A. Martin
Some time ago Kendall Bassett reported
Secretar
y Treasurer
Elliot M. Sayard
a label which read "H.G. Stilley/ aker/Oak60
Harvest
Lane, Levittown, N.Y. 11756
land Cal." AS far av is known this is the
Editor
Stanley Wooding Nicholson
first record either of Stilley or of a plane
c/o
Secretar
the
y-Treasurer
maker in California. Until now no planemaking e?.st of the Rockies has been reported.
Send applications for
Recently at a flea market south of St.
Membership to:
Johnsbury, Vt., the Secretary picked up a
miter plane of hard tropical wood and in deE.M.Sayward
crepit condition. It was :Aampedii.G. Stilley
Secretary-Treasurer
/ akex.„. ,fhile it is possible that a Stilley
British-American
plane migrated from California to Vermont,
Rhykenologioal Society
the lack of the Cal. address makes this ques60 Harvest Lane
tionable. :ore likely is the possibility
Levittown, NY, 11756
that Stilley was originally an eastern maker
who followed Horace Greeley's advice.
Annual Dues....33.00
1@r1 is doing an article describing the
AN ANOMALOUS PLOW
results of his research on Stilley which will
Carl Bopp reports a plough plane by
appear either in the Bulletin or EAIA's
Wright & Son, Sheffield. This firm which
Chronicle.
has also been noted by 7ern lard does not
appear in either the British Planemakers
A third Stilley plane has turned up, this
list or the supplement.
time in California. Bob Graham reports that
A strange feature of the plane is that,
this one also bears the legend, "H.G. Stilley
in spite of the name and address indicating a
Maker0 brt the Oakland address is missing. In
British maker ,or dealer, its design follows
its place are the letter S.P4 which quite
•
the
Continental style. The screw arms ril'e
probably mean San Francisco.
mortised solidly into the stock; 3ritish
B-ARS members owning Stilley planes will
and American ploughs ordinarily have their
help us to chart this maker's progress if
arms screwed or riveted to the fence. The
they report on Stilley planes in their collecinner lock nuts are inset in recsses in the
tions with special attention to addresses
fence. Except that the metal sole runs the
and places where the planes were collected.
full length of the Stock, the plane is very
like the Coachbuilder's Plough illustrated on
page 109 of The History of Woodworking Tools.
2.
See photo insert, 43.

SOME 18th CENTURY TOTES

A

C

D

One thing these four planes all have in commo
n is that access
to the iron for making adjustments is obstr
ucted by the closeness
of the tote--or handle. In some cases, eithe
r the iron or the
tote has been altered in order to offset
this problem. Do all
these planes share a design flaw, or did
the maker's have a definite
purpose in placing the tote so near the
bed of the plane.
Plane A is a panel plane owned by Bob Graha
m. It is unmarked but
of a professional appearance and made
of yellow birch. The top
profile of the tote may have been altered
to clear the iron.
Plane B is a yellow birch jack plane also
owned by Bob Graham.
The fore end is marked PEELER. Plane C
is a walnut miter plane (?)
owned by Dan Semel and marked J.FISHER
on the fore end. The
unusual shape of the tote is probably origi
nal. Plane D is another
panel plane owned by Roger Smith. The
W.BUTCHER iron may be later
than the plane itself and has been bent up
in a curve at the end
to clear the top of the tote. The plane
is unmarked, but again,
appears to have been professionallimade.

Various patterns of coping
planes covering over 100
years. Note lack of hand
clearance on the "Single
Coping Plane" by ChapinStephens and the British
solution exemplified by
Alex. '.:athieson.

ALEX.MATH:ESON
c1900
0/ RAYMOND
c.1800

)

PATTERNS

C

CHAP N—STE.P LNS c1914
A.D.G. jr.

4.

A,7_,JM!NGS
1850

L. L.
Siesb•Plass.
No. 16 7,311.

loste•lef Avg. 31, 1$71.
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A From Roger Smith
B. From Allen Weiss
C. From F.duardo Rumayor
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VERNONT PLANE 41KERS
Paul Kebabian
Though not as thickly populated with plane makers as Connecticut or iassachusetts,
Vermont was the home of more than a dozen. Ilany of these are known by their labels on
actual planes. Others have been found only in directories or other records. Paul
Kebabian has compiled the following list and notes in order to amplify,by the latest
research .the lists originally published by Ken Roberts in the Chronicle of the EAIA
and his Wooden Planes In 19th Century America':
VERIMNT PLANE MkKERS - IDE=FIED OR POSSIBLE
D
NiR •
R
( )

I have located information in Directory source..
Not in Roberts, K. Wooden Planes ... 1975.
In Roberts
Number of planes I know of, apart from sources for Roberts' listing..

IRON PLANES
NiR
(1)

Brattleboro Tool Company
BRATTLEBORO TOOL CO* (on iron - 5-1/4" iron block plane)
I believe J. S. Kebabian located a reference to this company in raw AGE,
but I do not now have the citation. I have not traced in directories.

i.rooD
(2)

Dewey & Brown, Bellows Fells
DEWEY .. BROWN/B4-FALLSk
Not yet traced through directories.

0
NiR

Aould,
*
-Danville, Vto %oker of coopers' tools.
In Vermont State Business Directory, 1870-71, p.77; also in 1873-74.

D
R (names
alone)
(1)

NiR
NIIR
(1)

Herrick, John, Pearl St., Burlington..
Walton's Vermont Register & Farmers' Almanac.
1842, p.118 under "Burlington" "Planes"
n
tt
it
1843, p.85
1844, p.82 under "Carpenter, Builder"
p.83 under "Planes"

Ladd, St*
Danville, V. 1,:aker of coopers' tools.
1870-71, p.77; also in 1873-74..
Masson* Ai,
A*hhason/ St. Johnsbury•-

V.

5.

Vermont State Business Directory,

(Eldon Owens found the plane)

Norton, John

NiR

(Don't know how this is identified as Vermont if town
unknown)

Newton & Dewey,
Bethel, Vt.
In Atwnter's Vermont Directory and Commercial Almanac, 1857 under
Eethel "Yanufacturers ... of planes."
Pierce, Elisha G., Jr. (b. Jon. 15, 1822; son of Elisha G. Pierce, b.
E. G. PlEl-tCE, JR/jAMAICA, Vt.
Nov. 2, 1790)

(8)
Waltonts Vermont Register & Farmers' Almanac identifies E. G. Pierce, Jr,
as "Constable" in 1854 for that and some later years; as "Manufacturer
Carriages" in 1861, p.54 and 1864, p.54. No directory record as plane
maker. 1855 also lists a Pierce & Williams,"nerchants, Div, 154 NEPU"'
(Probably New England Protective Union)
One Pierce plane is a twin match on single stock, same arrangement of
irons and solos as in the Porter A. Gled n patented plane of June 9, 1857.
NIP.
(2)

Perkins, H.
H.PERKINS TOOL MAKER/CABOT, VT.
Not found in directories.

(2)

Read, N. N.
H.H.READ/WIPTIGT07, VTe.
In Vermont directories, 1852,-1859.
directory listings)

NiR
(1)

(name also spelled H.H. Reed in some

Renfrew, William
Will RENFREW/MAKER/ST. JOHNSBURY, VT.
Not yet found in Directories.
Russel, H., Cabot, Vt.
Not yet found in directories.. (Roger K. Smith has this plane!)

NiR

(2)

Trow, Preston, No. State St., Montpelier
In Walton's Vermont
1C,42, p.123; 1843, p.83, under ::ontpelier,
qlenufncturers ... Planes."
Vermont State Prison, Windsor, Vt.
VET:CD:IT/STATE/PRIM* and VER.1ONT S. P. (in arc)
No record yet located of plane manufacture in the Vermont State Prison;
scythe snoths, guns, and sewing !Inclines, yes; planes, no.

* Gould end Ladd of Danville could very well have been makers of coopers ede
tools;
the directory merely says "coopers' tools."'

THE SKEWED IRON
Bob Graham
The skewed iron is commonly found fitted
to planes meant to be used regularly for
planing across the direction of the grain of
a piece of wood. That if any advantage is
there in the use of a skewed iron over one
set square?
In his new DICTIONARY OF TOOLS, A.A.
Salaman lists a number of advantages; namely,
that the skewed iron when used in a rabbet
plane serves to draw the plane into the corner.of the rabbet being planed; that it causes
the shavings produced to be tnrown to one
side which helps to prevent choking; that at
the beginning of the eut,the iron enters the
work in a "guillotine" fashion which requires less effort. However, Mr. Salaman
suggests that when the plane is worked and
maintained in a straight line--as in planing a rabbet-- once the entire width of the
iron has entered the work, there is no cutting advantage to the skewed iron, as the
iron cannot "slice" unless the plane itself
is moved sideways. This suggestion--illustrated in Fig. 1-- is thepretically correct
if one assumes that the material being planed
is of homogeneous nature or, at least, nearly
so, but in actuality, most woods are not at
all homogeneous; is fact, an analogy to a
bundle of soda straws might be drawn to represent a microscopic analysis of a piece of
straight-grained lumber--Fig. 2.
Of course, if we were to try to plane
across this bundle of straws without first
severing them at the extremities of the cut,
we will naturally cause a great deal of tearing up of these fibers. For this reason,
dado planes, filletsters, raising planes,
sometimes.rabbet planes, and other planes
commonly used across the grain are often
fitted with "cuts"--spurs, flickers, scoring
irons--to accomplish this necessary preliminary severing; otherwise, a cutting gauge
or: saw is used first to accomplish the same
thing.
Once the fibers--straws--have been severed, the job of the plane is to cut away a
few layers at a time from their neighbors and
to lift and remove them. Because the straws
will not be placed in even layers, in order
to have a smooth surface remain behind the
plane, some of the fibers will have to be cut
through. No matter how sharp our iron is-there is a definite limitation, Fig. 3--some
of the straws will not be cut but will be
caught by the iron and drawn up whole, and,
when this happens, some of the straws be-

neath will be drawn up with them and a rough
surface will result. The more open-grained
and "stringier" the actual wood being worked
on the more pronounced this will be-- Fig. 4h.
That, if any, advantage might the skewed iron have, and what improvement might it
make in this situation? First, we must acknowledge that for hundreds of years planes meant
to be used in this fashion have been made with
skewed irons, and it has been generally
stated and accepted that they do indeed work
better under these conditions. Is this tradition mere stubborness in clinging to a
false technology? One would think, if there
were indeed no advantage, that sooner or later
skewed irons would have gone the way of the
curved crank handle. Actually, skewed irons
are more difficult to fit so were more expensive, more difficult to grind properly, and
since they actually present more edge for
their working width than a square iron, they
would seem to result in more friction in their
working.
But, if we agree that when we plane on
wood we are not dealing with a homogeneous
material but with something analogous to our
bundle of straws, we can see that the cutting
action of the skewed iron is quite different
than that of the square iron, because each
straw represents a new and separate challenge
to the iron. The ferward tip of the cutting
iron starts forward at the point where the
straws have been severed at the extremity of
the cut and after cutting through the first
one proceeds immediately to the next straw.
As the skewed edge advances, each of the individual straws is cut in a sideways or slicing manner, rather than being confronted with
the entire edge at once--Fig.5. In addition,
the microscopic saw-toothed edge of the cutcutting iron now becomes an actual advantage, and because of the slicing cut made by
the skewed iron of the individual straws-fibres--the ones below are less likely to be
drawn up with the ones being cut--Fig.4a.
Another advantage to the skewed iron
becomes apparent as the plane completes each
pass across the work; the sideways slicing
of the fibers is less likely to cause them to
be torn out at the edge of the board.
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NOTES & VERIES
Carl Bopp forwards the following information which he received from Bill Hilton.
Mathias C. Aiwa took over the plough
plane business of Babson & Repplier, 7 Doane
.a.yo patentSt. Boston sometime after 1873.
ed the Boss Plane in September of 1875. The
patent number is 167,772. It was an all metal plane as was the plough plane earlier
made by B & R under a patent issued to 'Rua44Ak in August of
sell•Phillips of Gardn,e
1867. The Boss Plane was a combination
plane similar to the Stanley 45. At least
two examples are known to exist in American
collections.
Bob Carlson reports indications that David
Shiverick may have worked in Essex, Conn.
His partner in Brooklyn, Frederick :alcolm
was a Connecticut man from New Haven.
Prom S.V.E.
In Vol 1, Issue No. 2, P.D.commented on the
length of moulding plalies and the practice
of joiners. constructing tool chests to accommodate large numbers of these planes standing
on their toe ends. It would seem reasonable
that this practice must have led to the placement of the numbers indicating the size of
the moulding on the heel end. While planes
which were to be stored on shelves might
just as well have been marked on the toe
(like the maker's mark) where the numbers
would not have been subjected to damage or
obliteration from hammer blows, planes carried
about in chests would necessarily have to
stand on their toes to prevent the wedges
from falling out or being jarred out. Therefore, the sizes of all moulding planes were
put on the heel.
Charlie Hummel reports that Winterthur has
acquired thirty four planes by early Providence makers which have apparently been
kept together since their acquisition by
some early R.I. woodworker. The horde includes twenty marked Joseph Fuller; four,
Isaac Fields; nine, I Lindenberger; and one,
Fuller & Field. The Puller & Field association has been known from the records but
this is perhaps the first recognized label
of the partnership. Of the group, thirteen
are struck with the boxed initials 4
nine
are marked both NB andlept one is stamped
,with AB and either a .WW or a !II; one is
struckwith NB over Mt six are marked omq
one is marked DM4 and three have no initial
stamps.
Possible Rhode Island candidates for the
NB and
are respectively Nathaniel Barstow
"house carpenter" 1824-44 and Olney Dyer &
Co., "hardware", 1824-40

From P.D. English wheelwrights and coopers
use a type of shave called a jarvis. The
jarvis has a concave sole and iron which
produces a convex face on the stuff being
worked. The iron is secured in place by a
wedge as a plane iron is; in fact, the tool
is essentially a plane, albeit one with a
very short sole and hand grips extending
from its sides.
If anyone has ever explained why the tool
is called a jarvis this correspondent is not
aware of it. I wonder if anyone knows. P..111;
Iish Plane
lists James Jarvis of Birmingham, 1854-1872- Also listed in the supplement is Jarvis/Preston. A series of London
makers named Nelson, 1805-1864 appears as
well. This may be significant because R.A.
Salaman defines a nelson shave on page 459
of the Dictionary of Woodworking Tools. He
says it is similar to a jarvis. Is it possible that the tools were named for the manufacturer who introduced them? And were
these manufacturers plane makers?
Allan Boardman reports a pair of antique
hutch match planes which he recently loyougtit
_back from the Netherlands. He describes
their appearance as "identical to the typological diagram which appeared in the Bulletin.
Both planes are marked with the initials FM
separated by a fleur-de-lis. This imprint
which has been reported on numerous dated
Blokschaffs is given a date range of 17411783 - by Goodman. The lengths of the match
planes are 10 1/8".
Les Keating made the copy of the South Jersey
Plane Collectors Club supplied us by Carl
Bopp. Actually, the photograph is of workers
at the Gage Plane Co. in Vinland, N.J.
circa 1910. The photograph was found years
ago among papers being discarded at a Vineland
Union Hall.
Jim Aber who continues to contribute his excellent drawings to our Dutch typological
study designed the banner for this quarter's
issue.
Anne and Don Wing report the listing in the
1852 lass. Register of the Tool Factory of
Smith, Bigelow and Co. A plane stamped
Bigelow & Barrus has also been noted. Among
other labels reported by the Wings are W.L.
Washburn/Amherst,
Nutting and C.H. Smith/
Northampton. The Smith plane has a Peck &
Crouch type decorative eagle as part of the
mark.
From Ed Delaney
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2.) Ed Rumayor at work with his "Ball plane".

4.) A Dutch Plane
bearing the strike if
an angel with a horn
Is it Gabriel (?)
— from Tom Fuller

5.) Close up of
the Gabriel(?)
mark.

3.) Plough plane by Wright & Son of Sheffield. Note that the
screw arms are mortised into the stock in the Continental
— from Carl Bopp
manner.

1.) Employees of the Gage Plane Co., Vineland, N.J.
Thought to have been taken about 1910. Gage is the
bearded man in the center
— from Carl Bopp.
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NAME

PLACE

101)4LANE

LABEL

REMARKS

DATE

SOURCE HOLE

Ames/I. Ireland
Antarctic k:o.

New York

Chas. Ashley

Ogdensburg

J. Atkinson

Louisville,
KY,

J.A. Bach
D. Baldwin

0?

R. Barnes
T.S. Barrand
Barrus & Bigelow
E.Z. Baxter
7- 1

Benc raft

J. Birch/
James 1orrow
E. Bischoff
T. Bliss

Buckston,

N. Blood
I. Blossom

18th C.?

E. Bogue

5-2

E

Bourne

18th C. ?

James Bradley
Earl

Brinton

Severn,

C.H. Brooks

18th C. ?

A. Brown
J.Y. Brown

J:9,1to.

Brum(?)el

Sc
iJr

In: Buller
T: Lurley

Very early smooth

C. Burnell

Burnham e3c Brothers

Also marked Lnd(:.eonard)
Campbell, Plainfield, :ass.
storekeepFn.

S-1

?

3-1

?

E. Hartford

J. Burns
George Carpenter
M. Card
• Geo. Chick(?) :laker
A. Clark

Sc

C. Clark
David Clark

Cumberland

I. Clark
I. Clarke

18th. C. ?

13.

NPCMF,

a.

PLACE

Clarke

LABEL

Exeter

1

E:Clifford

DATE
Seen in Canada
18th.

SOURCE

ROLE

6-1

?

C ?

0oheldrick
Charles R. Copeland

Hartford

1839-41

R

B ?

J*Crehore
Damsden

Lebanon
(N.H.?)

H. Dawes
I. Day

LE

R. Eastburn
B.A. Edwards

Northampton,
lass.

R. Elliot
D.,% Emerson

E

18th. C. ?

N. Emery
William Evans

::artinsburg

Farrar & Allis(on)
Fisher

LE

J. Fisher

LE

N. Fisher

HE

D.T. Folche
W.Food
R. Ford

HE

J.J. Gadding
Nat. Gamble
L.C. Genn

18th. C. ?

N. Gere

F

18th. C. ?

S-2

•r

fp
.

B. Goddard
Appleton Goodale

Hartford

1840

F. Gray
L(?)S. Hale
D. Harmon
J. Hartwell
Hilcomb & Slentz

18th. C. ?
E. Dayton,
Ohio

W.C. Holman
Houghton
B. Howard
Howard & Perry

D. Hubbard

Cf.
J.H. Perry, New York
W.E. Perry, ;iesthaven
also
b. Howard
Royalston,

18(?)4

S-1
14.

skidiNammwe

Amm

PLACE

AMARKS

LABEL

DATE

SOURCE

Pr. Hume
T. Huntington
S. Jeffrey/E. Francis
R. Ionson
J.F. Keating

1866-67

Boston
18th. C. ?

I.Keim
LE

T. Lamson
J. Lord

Watertown

8-2

H

F.L. Lynch
J. Makepeace
A. Martin & Co.
J. Milton
J.

To L-h:Ir

S.

cprse

Father of L.H. :Anton

Canaan, N.H.

A. Moses
Munson, Peterson
& Co.
:.G. Munson

Boston

1857
Cf. Ainson, Petei7son & Co.

J.J. Nash

I

8-2
1839

Neviger
W. Newton

LE

A. Nichol
Barnabas Niles
J. Noble

205 Argyle St.

J.Oothoudt
W. Oothoudt
S. Palmer
W. Parkes/ J. Roberts
J.H.(?)Paul
Jonathan W.
Pearce

Pawtauket, R.I.

E.G. Pierce, Jr.

Jamaica, Vt.

A. Peeler
Pell cc

Pearce is already noted in
Fall River, Mass., Providence
R.I. and N.Y.
8-1
LE

Rome, K.Y.

L. Poor
N. Potter
H. Pratt

18th. C.?

L.B. Prindle
J.F. Ransom
D. Rogers,

N.Y.
15.

ROLE

NAME

PLACE

LABEL

E. Rummery
Abel Sampson

E
Portland, 'e.

EMARKS
18th. C.

SOUACE

1823-37

A

S-1

L. Sampson
John Sander-on

ROLE

9

Cf. Geo. Sampson, London
1750-70 also A.L. Sampson
L. Sampson

A.L. Sampson

DATE

?

5-1
Amherst, :ass.

E

CF. John sanderson, Concord,
N.f., I.E. Sz-laerson,
worthington, Mass., H, Sanderson.

S-1

R. Sanderson

S-2

E. Schraeder
John Scott/Loveage

Placement of the two stamps
implies Scott may be a professional. Loveage was
British - 1760 -

B. Shaw
N. Shobar
Eli. Smith

li

I. Smith

5

18th. C. ?

J. Smith
STephen H. Smith

Smithfield, A.I.

D. Snow
°.T. Spaulding

McClean

Sprake

LE

C. Stark

s-2

W. Stieton
J. Stiles
H. G. Stilley,
Aaker
H.G. Stilley,
:hker
J.P. Storer

Kingston, N.Y.

E
I

Cf. H.G.S. Oakland, Cal.

1:

Oakland, Cal.
Brunswick,

e.

1873

J.S. Strode
Swett
Allen Taber

LI
New Bedford

1836

G. Taylor
A. Thom
S. Thomkinson
D. Thompson

18th. C. ?

C. Tolly
S. Toppan/I.Sleeper
R. Tubbs

LE

W. Wa"-7on/I.Wardle
16.

Thos. Weeks

Believed eastern Conn.

A

B?

PLACE

LA1,

RE;IARKS

F. Wentworth

DATE :SOURCE

ROLE

18th. C. ?

S. White
whitehaven
White River Works

S-2

Wignall
G. Wol

tt

New Haven

Cf. Giddeon Walcott, Utica
also Hills & Walcott,
Amherst

S-1

Wolfe
I. Woods
C.P. Woodruff

Detroit

Cf. H. Woodruff &
Louisville, Ky. also
T. Woodruff

T. Woodruff
A. Woodworth

Cf. Chas. Woodworth, Hartford

E

Charles Woodworth

Hartford

Wright & Son

Sheffield

5-1

B?

LEGEND:
E

s

Embossed stamping
Incised Stamping
Sc =
Script Stamping
L =
Large
S =
Specimen observed
1,2,3 etc = Number of times noted

R
0

=

B
D

=
=

Found in records
Possible owner
Maker
Bench hand
Dealer

The following list embraces possible plane makers most of whom do
not appear in
Jane and Ken Roberts' indispensable lists. A few of the names have been
listed
but these are included because of some item of data not previously recorded.
The
list is offered partly for its possible usefulness and partly because
it is hoped
that members will be able to fill in the many blanks in our
knowledge about these
men. See also Roberts' Wooden Planes Etc. pp 200-203 for other names about
whom we
would like to know more. Dates when given are not limiting.
"18th C" indicates plane has early, non standard appearance. ::,ay
date to 18th C
or beginning of 19th.
Presence of two names indicate the fore end of the plane had two
professional
appearing stamps. while one may be an owner there is the possibility
of a dealer
or partnership relationship.
Names in this lists were reported by:
Jim Aber
Ken Bassett
Alan Bates
Carl Bopp
Larry Cohen
Bill Curtis, Jr.
Ed. Delaney
Harold Fountain
Jack Gorlin
Bob Graham
John Grabb
Dick Hay
Francis Hayes
Bill Hilton

Charles Hummel
John Lee Kapner
Jack Kebabian
Paul Kebabian
Barton iJoGuire
Don Vier
Bob .ickelson
Larry Ddlongue
Bob Ochenas
Eldon Owens
Dave Perch
Bob Pomeroy
Garland Rainey
Charles Randall

M 9

17.

Ken & Jane Roberts
Leon Robbins
Elliot Sayward
Hank Sawin
Dan Semel
Jim Snyder
Roger Smith
Dave Spang
Bill Streeter
nchael Swirnoff
Vernon Ward
Don & Anne Wing
Peter &Jean Williams
Jeff Whinston.

A VARIETY OF PLOWS

F N 'COLSON

WC

9 7/8"

8 1/4"

EDWARD CARTER

8'

D.R BARTON - 7 3/8'

SIMS

7 1/4"

ROWELL
7112"
& GIBSON

0 D
H WETHERELL-8 3/4'

0

0

A SMITH

0

E SMITH

9"

B BIDWELL

81/2"

00
8 1/2"

J. DENISON-8 3/4"

.2. WARREN

91/2"
A.D.G. jr.

The differences in style and dimension between planes of
different periods or
from different makers often seem rather slight. It is not
until side by side
comnaxisons are made that the wealth of diversity becomes
apparent.
18.

